Individual in Society
Quiz 12
April 15, 2008
Study Questions

1) According to Barber, Jihad is:

2) According to Barber, McWorld is:

3) According to Barber, a term that “marks the final obsolescence of all man-made boundaries” is:

4) According to Barber, democracy and capitalism:

5) According to Barber, capitalism in recent years has:

6) An example of ambivalence in the Jihad vs. McWorld battle is:

7) Barber concludes that in the short run which forces are likely to dominate?:

8) According to Huntington, upon whose values was the United States’ creed formed?

9) Huntington writes that the single most immediate and serious challenge to America’s traditional identity is:

10) Which of the following is NOT a reason that Mexican immigration is different from previous immigration waves, according to Huntington?

11) According to Huntington, what is the major problem with “continuation of this large immigration (without improved assimilation)?”

12) According to Isbister, empirical studies show that:

13) Which of the following is NOT a reason people’s influence on others is less than they think?

14) According to Charon, why is it so difficult for an individual to influence an organization?

15) According to Charon, individuals, groups, and social conflict are most likely to change an organization when:

16) Charon finds that sociology is able to help him:
**Extra Credit**

17) As described by C. Wright Mills, the sociological imagination:

18) The five basic components present in every human society are:

19) “Agency”, in social science, refers to:

20) In sociology, a role is:

21) The term individualism has been part of the English language since:

22) In Sociology, “structure” refers to:

23) Socialization refers to: